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THA Lecture Series  

With Treasury employees working from 
home and the Main Treasury Building 
being closed to the public, THA has 
changed to on-line virtual lectures this Fall. 
This situation is expected to continue at 
least until the Fall of 2021. One benefit is 
that some members can now hear and see 
the lectures, when previously they had not 
been able to attend a Cash Room lecture. 
In addition, the lectures are being recorded 
and will be posted on the THA website. 

THA has held four lectures using this new 
on-line system. On September 24, Nancy 
Spannaus discussed the long-lasting 
benefits of Alexander Hamilton’s economic 
policies and vision. Shennett Garrett-Scott 
spoke on Freedwomen and the Freed-
man’s Bank on November 4. On November 
18, Steve Hooper spoke on “Treasury’s 
Navy: the U.S. Customs and U.S. Coast 
Guard.”  On December 2, James Grant, 
author of a biography of Walter Bagehot, 
spoke on this 19th century banker and 
editor of The Economist magazine. 

While no lectures have yet been scheduled 
for 2021, THA is in the planning stages for 
a new series of on-line lectures. Members 
will be kept informed and alerted when it is 
time to register for these lectures. 

Freedwomen and Banking 
Experiments before the 

Freedman’s Bank 

by Shennette Garrett-Scott 

“I am yet waitin’.” Matilda Scott’s crude 
handwriting rose off the page, more an 
accusation than an observation. It was 
1920, and Scott was clearly frustrated, 
inquiring after the $18 refund from her 
mother’s Freedman’s Bank account. Her 
mother, Adaline Washington, was one of 
tens of thousands of people who lost their 
money when the Freedman’s Bank closed 
in 1874. Adaline did not know her age, 
could neither read nor write, and 
mentioned no husband, dead or alive, 
when she opened her account in the fall of 
1872 at the Shreveport Freedman’s Bank 
branch. Nearly 50 years later, Adaline’s 
daughter spoke for her mother. In her 
letter, Scott pressed Freedman’s Bank 
Commissioner John Skelton Williams, 
wanting to know “hoo you paid my money 
too.” An insistent Scott ended her note not 
with a request but a demand: “anser at 
once.” 

Scott felt emboldened to make demands 
rather than requests, not because the 
amount her mother left was significant. It 
was only $18. Scott belonged to a 
generation of African American women 
who lived with slavery and emancipation 
but sometimes questioned the essential 
differences between the two. They had 
grown accustomed to fighting—fighting 
dishonest planters, abusive mistresses, 
and tightfisted bureaucrats—in their efforts 
to provide for their families.  

Black women’s insistent claims for 
economic independence fulfilled 
bureaucrats’, reformers’, and 
philanthropists’ expectations that Black 
women work and be prudent with money, 
but these same women did not intend to 
rely on compliant, meek, and dependent 
behavior to achieve financial self-
sufficiency. 

 
“Washing in Camp,” 1860s  
(The Black Phalanx, 1891) 

______________________________________ 

The experiences of Black women in the 
transition from enslaved to free labor 
during the Civil War to the late 1870s 
influenced the various strategies they 
pursued and contested in their search for 
economic security. For African Americans, 
the “free” in free labor did not mean the 
opposite of slavery—nor did it mean that 
they were, as historian Willie Lee Rose 
notes, “free to do just as they pleased.”  
Black labor remained essential to 
revitalizing the Southern economy and 
maintaining the United States’ 
predominance in the global economy, but 
Union military officers, philanthropists, and 
politicians seldom described free labor in 
such crass, free-market terms. They 
preferred to imagine they offered the 
formerly enslaved a path to citizenship 
through economic responsibility with 
various experiments that combined paid 
wage labor with various money 
management and savings schemes.  

The key economic experiments included 
the Freedmen’s Fund, free labor and 
military savings banks, and the capstone 
institution, the Freedman’s Savings and 
Trust Bank. 
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These experiments, however, preserved 
an ideological commitment to Black 
subservience, leaving most Black people 
economically vulnerable with little in the 
way of civic or political rights. The Freed-
men’s Fund collected the wages of Black 
workers, but military officials retained 
control over Black people’s money, 
undermining the very lessons of self-
sufficiency the Fund purported to instill. 
Three free labor and military banks 
opened in the last years of the war that 
intended to overcome the shortcomings of 
the Freedmen’s Fund, but the clear target-
ed audience for these banks were men.  

None of the savings and banking 
experiments, then, shared or even 
reflected Black women’s expansive vision 
of freedom. The Freedmen’s Funds sat at 
the uncomfortable juncture of free labor 
and an ideology that compelled Black 
women to work but placed them outside of 
the bounds of respectable womanhood for 
doing so. Military and reformers’ insistence 
on privileging a male breadwinner, head-
of-household model embraced an elitist, 
idealized standard that not only trivialized 
the relative gender equity between Black 
men and women within families, forged in 
large part from the conditions of slavery, 
but also created gender and status 
distinctions that obscured Black women’s 
critical financial roles in their families. 
Perhaps more important, these 
experiments interfered with longstanding 
informal networks and formal institutions 
created and utilized by Black women, such 
as mutual aid societies, to manage their 
economic futures. In practice, the funds, 
free labor banks, and Freedman’s Bank 
undermined much of the economic 
autonomy Black women struggled to carve 
out in the post-emancipation South. 

 
Colonel John Eaton Jr.  

(Grant, Lincoln, and the Freedmen: 
Reminiscences of the Civil War) 

______________________________________ 

In late 1862, then-Major General Ulysses 
S. Grant’s new chaplain John Eaton Jr. 
created a Freedmen’s Fund, but his was 
not the first. Freed people did not have 
individual control over their wages or the 
wealth they produced. Eaton’s fund 
accumulated upwards of $103,000 (about 
$2 million in 2019 dollars) in less than a 
year. In addition to buying food, clothing, 
and housing for freed people, Eaton boast-
ed that he paid all of the army’s incidental 
expenses from his Freedmen’s Fund.  

Black women’s labor contributed 
significantly to creating the wealth that 
flowed into the Freedmen’s Funds. 
Officers and reformers never believed that 
Black women should be protected from 
hard labor. Black women performed all 
kinds of labor for the army, including work 
as cooks, maids, laundresses, nurses, and 
even spies. They also performed hard 
labor, such as digging trenches and 
cutting trees, and they worked on 
abandoned plantations.  

 
Forced to work in Nashville, 1862  

(Annals of the Army of the Cumberland, 1864) 
______________________________________ 

Work conditions could be dangerous. 
Black women, children, the elderly, and 
the disabled working on isolated 
plantations were vulnerable to 
Confederate raids. The Union Army could 
be a fickle ally as well. In this image, 
Union soldiers force Black men and 
women to work at gunpoint on fortifications 
in Nashville in 1862.  

 
South Carolina Freedman’s Bank in 

Beaufort, circa. 1863-66 (Library of Congress) 
______________________________________ 

The military and free labor banks created 
in the last years of the war were created in 
part because of both the success and 
shortcomings of the Freedmen’s Fund. 
General Nathaniel Banks created the first 
free labor and military bank in New 

Orleans in early 1864. General Benjamin 
Butler opened a bank in Norfolk soon 
after, and General Rufus Saxton opened 
the South Carolina Freedman’s Bank in 
the summer of 1864. These banks had 
some advantages over a centralized fund, 
but they did have some serious 
disadvantages. No extant evidence exists, 
but Black women probably used these 
banks because savings banks were 
extremely popular among women. In 
addition, Black women earned money and 
needed safe places to hold their wages 
and profits. 

 
The actual mechanical bank pictured in this 

ad replicated racist stereotypes of 
exaggerated features and boldly colored, 

mis-matched clothing, which raises 
questions about the earnestness of the 

description in the ad and reflects the 
resentment many whites felt about equal 
citizenship.  (Jerome Burgess Secor blog, 

oztypewriter.blogspot.com) 
_____________________________________ 

Despite heavy-handed appeals to Black 
men to become accountholders, women 
opened their own accounts in the Freed-
man’s Bank. The highest numbers of 
women depositors were in urban 
branches. In Richmond, for example, 
women made up 20 percent of depositors. 
Figures like these, however, obscure the 
actual numbers of women depositors. For 
example, the biggest institutional account-
holders were societies: mutual aid, church, 
workingmen, benevolent, and secret 
societies. Women headed or served as 
officers of these societies, and they served 
on banking committees that managed 
societies’ accounts. In addition, male 
accountholders granted wives and female 
relatives access to their accounts, and 
women were often the direct beneficiaries 
in the event of depositors’ death. 

The Freedmen’s Funds and the free labor 
and military banks have direct ties to the 
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Freedman’s Bank. The Freedman’s Bank 
represents the free labor banking 
experiment writ large, expanded from local 
institutions into a national network of bank 
branches. In addition, unclaimed free labor 
bank accounts and unused money from 
the Freedmen’s Funds made up the initial 
capital for the first Freedman’s Bank 
opened in New York in 1865.  

Black women’s economic strategies with 
their Freedman’s Bank accounts reflected 
the realities of their working lives and their 
own economic priorities. White bank 
trustees and employees criticized some of 
the ways that Black women utilized the 
bank. Reformers had reason to feel 
anxious—not because Black women were 
incapable of acquiring the habits of thrift 
but because Black women depositors 
disrupted the logic undergirding their 
carefully planned economic experiments. 
For Black women, being free meant acting 
free, and they asserted their right to be 
treated fairly, paid what they were owed, 
and spend and save their money accord-
ing to their own priorities. They resisted 
being commodified as ticks on a ledger in 
which only other people profited. 

Their self-advocacy is seen most acutely 
in their -- and their descendants’ -- fights 
for refunds after the Freedman’s Bank 
closed amid scandal in 1874. It is not 
known if Matilda Scott, the insistent 
daughter of a formerly enslaved woman 
mentioned at the beginning of this piece, 
ever received her mother Adaline’s $18. 
Indeed, it is not always clear from the 
extant sources if claimants were ever 
successful in getting any part of their 
money back. In the decades after the bank 
closed, heirs and beneficiaries refused to 
allow the matter to rest. The fight for bank 
refunds exists alongside other demands 
for economic justice that reached into the 
early twentieth century, including Civil War 
widows and ex-slaves pensions, 
washerwomen strikes, and streetcar 
boycotts, and even beyond to the Civil 
Rights and Black Power era to 
contemporary movements for financial 
inclusion and for reparations. 

Shennette Garrett-Scott is an associate 
professor of history and African American 
studies and author of the award-winning 
book, Banking on Freedom: Black Women 
in U.S. Finance Before the New Deal 
(Columbia University Press, 2019). See a 
reading guide, excerpts, videos, and 
reviews at the publisher’s website. Follow 
Shennette on Twitter at @EbonRebe 
 
 
 

 

 
 

The Treasury’s Navy 
By Steven W. Hooper 

Our nation was floundering under the 
Articles of Confederation after the 
Revolutionary War. The Federal 
government was starved for revenue and 
unable to pay war debts or establish a 
sound financial system. The national 
government had no power to enforce 
treaties or laws, no national court system, 
and no power to raise an Army or Navy. 
Without revenue, the future of the nation 
looked bleak. Fortunately, Alexander 
Hamilton and other founding fathers had a 
solution that would save our nation and 
create a “Navy” in the Department of 
Treasury. 

 
The first Secretary of the Treasury: 

Alexander Hamilton 
______________________________________ 

Alexander Hamilton, James Madison, and 
John Jay put forth ideas for a new 
government in a collection of essays that 
would become known as the Federalist 
Papers. Hamilton proposed a tariff on 
imported goods to fund the Federal 
government and put the nation on a stable 
financial footing. To help enforce this act, 
he proposed the placement of a “few 
armed vessels” at the entrance of our 
ports as “sentinels of the law”. 

So important was revenue to our new 
government that, when the First Congress 
met in New York the next year, the      
Second Act they passed was the Tariff Act 
of July 4, 1789. The act was considered so 
important that the press of the day dubbed 
it “the second Declaration of 
Independence”. 

To provide for the collection of revenue 
raised by the tariff on imported goods, the 
First Congress established the U.S. 
Customs on July 31, 1789. It was 
organized into 59 collection districts 
located in eleven states. These districts 
were headed by a Collector of Customs 
who was appointed by the President and 
confirmed by the Senate. Most of the first 
Collectors had served with President 
Washington in the Revolutionary War and 
were prominent citizens in their 
communities. 

As the nation grew, so did the influence 
and responsibilities of these Collectors. 
Since U.S. Customs was the first fully 
formed Federal agency, when Congress 
created a new task for the Federal 
government to administer, it was often 
assigned to U.S. Customs. The position of 
Collector of Customs was considered the 
“biggest plum” in the patronage system for 
over 100 years. 

When the Department of the Treasury was 
established on September 2, 1789 and 
Alexander Hamilton was selected as the 
first Secretary, the stage was set for the 
creation of the “Treasury’s Navy”.  

At the time many Collectors of Customs 
were using small vessels in their daily 
operations, but they lacked the ability to 
conduct enforcement actions offshore and 
between ports of entry. 

A year later the problem was solved. At 
Secretary Hamilton’s urging, the First 
Congress created a Revenue-Marine on 
August 4, 1790. The building of ten 
revenue cutters to be placed under the 
supervision of local Collectors of Customs 
was also authorized. By the 1860s, the 
Revenue-Marine came to be commonly 
known as the Revenue Cutter Service. 

The Collectors of Customs immediately 
arranged to build ten revenue cutters and 
selected the captains and crew for the 
vessels. The first revenue cutters were 
ready for duty by 1791. At that time, they 
were our only maritime defense force, 
since the U.S. Navy had not been funded 
after the Revolutionary War and would not 
be operational again until 1797. The 
revenue cutters have been placed under 
the supervision of the U.S. Navy during 
times of war. 

 
Current U.S. Customs and Border Protection 

flag based on the original design by 
Secretary of the Treasury Oliver Wolcott in 

1799. 
______________________________________ 

By 1799, it became apparent that the 
revenue cutters needed a way to be 
distinguished from U.S. Navy ships and 
civilian vessels. Secretary of the Treasury 
Oliver Wolcott designed a flag for this 
purpose. This was the first flag specifically 
designed for a civilian agency of the 

Treasury Historical Association 
P.O. Box 28118 
Washington, DC 20038-8118 

Message Line: 202-681-9779 

Website:www.treasuryhistoricalassn.org 
E-mail: info@treasuryhistoricalassn.org 
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Federal government. The flag was 
authorized to be flown on all revenue 
cutters. Later, the flag was also authorized 
to fly over U.S. Customhouses. A variation 
of this flag is still in use today by U.S. 
Customs and Border Protection and the 
U.S. Coast Guard. 

The ability of the Collectors of Customs to 
recruit and retain Customs officers and 
revenue cutter crews was hampered by 
low pay and the lack of retirement bene-
fits. The patronage system in the Federal 
government made it difficult to build a 
cadre of knowledgeable employees. 
Frequent changes of Presidential 
administrations caused U.S. Customs and 
the revenue cutter crews they supervised 
to suffer from a lack of continuity that 
made their missions more difficult. 

 
The original U.S. Revenue Cutter flag 

designed by Treasury Secretary Wolcott in 
1799 is pictured on the left and the current 
U.S. Customs flag as updated in 1951 with 

the current United States coat-of-arms is on 
the right. 

______________________________________ 

To address issues of low pay and to 
attempt to reduce the temptation to accept 
bribes, Congress authorized the use of 
moiety to supplement the salary of U.S. 
Customs officers and revenue cutter 
crews. This process allowed for the 
division of the proceeds of seizures, fines 
or penalties between the Federal 
government, the Customs officers involved 
in the enforcement action and any 
informants that may have supplied 
pertinent information. 

This procedure seemed to work 
satisfactorily until the number, size and 
value of imported shipments began to 
increase mainly at larger ports of entry. In 
the early 1870s, it was reported that the 
Collector of Customs at New York, future 
President Chester Arthur, was earning 
more than $50,000 per year (over $1 
million in today’s dollars) largely based on 
moiety payments. Public concern about 
this issue led to Congressional hearings 
and changes to the moiety laws that 
excluded Customs officers and revenue 
cutter crews from the reward formula. 

U.S. Customs and the Revenue Cutter 
Service both struggled with the need to 

standardize procedures in an era when 
communications were poor and the staff at 
the Department of the Treasury was small. 
Secretary Hamilton issued orders directly 
to the Collectors of Customs and some-
times to the captains of revenue cutters. 
Hamilton knew that implementing and 
enforcing the tariff laws on a cynical public 
would require the upmost courtesy, tact, 
and diplomacy. Many of Hamilton’s early 
directives to the collectors and revenue 
cutter crews emphasized the use of good 
judgment in dealing with the public. 

As our nation grew, so did the size and 
responsibilities of both U.S. Customs and 
the Revenue Cutter Service. With the 
approach of the 20th century, change was 
underway at the Treasury Department. 
President Ulysses S. Grant, a former U.S. 
Customs employee, began signing a 
series of laws that reformed the moiety 
system in 1872. In 1883, President 
Chester Arthur, himself a former Collector 
of Customs at New York, signed into law 
the Pendleton Civil Service Act which 
gradually replaced the patronage system 
in the Federal government. 

The first Commandant of the Revenue 
Cutter Service was appointed in 1894. By 
1915 the supervision of revenue cutters by 
U.S. Customs would end. The agencies 
would continue to work closely together as 
they do today. 

 
As part of the U.S. Customs Service, the 
Revenue Cutter Service shared the same 

flag for many years. In 1951 the now- 
independent U.S. Coast Guard changed the 
design of the flag to add the Coast Guard 

seal. The Revenue Cutter flag is intended as 
a display of authority and to identify revenue 

cutters from other civilian and merchant 
ships. 

______________________________________ 

The modern U.S. Coast Guard was 
formed when the Revenue Cutter Service 
was merged with the U.S. Lifesaving 
Service in 1915. In 1939, the U.S. Light-
house Service was added to the U.S. 
Coast Guard responsibilities. The size and 
responsibilities of both the U.S. Customs 
Service and the U.S. Coast Guard have 
expanded to meet the needs of our 
republic over the years. 

The “Treasury’s Navy” remained intact 
until the U.S. Coast Guard was transferred 

to the Department of Transportation in 
1967 leaving U.S. Customs as the primary 
maritime enforcement arm of the 
Department of the Treasury. In 2003, both 
agencies were transferred to the 
supervision of the newly-formed 
Department of Homeland Security. 

The “Treasury’s Navy” is now part of our 
nation’s proud history. The Department of 
the Treasury supervised the U.S. Coast 
Guard for 177 years and the U.S. Customs 
Service for 214 years. Treasury’s 
leadership-built organizations that have 
contributed to the growth and prosperity of 
our nation while protecting our borders 
from enemies and violators of our laws. 
The Department of the Treasury can be 
immensely proud of its former “Navy”. 

Please join me in extending special wishes 
to the U.S. Coast Guard as they celebrate 
their 230th anniversary this year. 

 
Steve Hooper is currently affiliated with the 
National U.S. Customs Museum 
(http://customsmuseum.org) and retired as 
a Special Agent in Charge with the U.S. 
Customs Service. In 1970, he was trained 
in the use of firearms at the range in the 
basement of Main Treasury. In the late 
1970s, he was on the security team for 
Secretary W. Michael Blumenthal and later 
Secretary G. William Miller. In the early 
1980s, he again spent time in Main 
Treasury working on Treasury firearms 
and confidential source policies. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
  

Please Help Us Reach You 
Faster, More Economically   
With our continued progress towards 
social media, as well as conventional 
email, THA wants to be able to reach 
you in better ways than in the past. 

If you received this newsletter by U.S. 
mail or by email at a .gov address, 
please send your “home” email address 
to us at info@treasuryhistoricalassn.org. 

We anticipate that Federal organizations 
may increase their email security filters, 
so we hope you will share your home 
email address with THA in order to 
ensure you receive all our messages. 

In addition to having greater efficiency, 
sharing information with you by email 
will help THA reduce our postage and 
stationery costs. 
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Secretary George P. Shultz 
Celebrates 100th Birthday 

On Sunday, December 13, former 
Treasury Secretary George P. Shultz 
celebrated his 100th birthday. In honor of 
his birthday, the Washington Post 
published his inspiring editorial “The 10 
most important things I’ve learned about 
trust over my 100 years.”  He wrote that he 
learned early that “Trust is the coin of the 
realm. When trust was in the room, 
whatever room that was, … good things 
happened. When trust was not in the 
room, good things did not happen. 
Everything else is details.” His editorial 
relates 10 events in his life that illustrate 
the importance of earning the trust of 
others. 
www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/12/11/
10-most-important-things-ive-learned-about-
trust-over-my-100-years/?arc404=true 

Prior to being Secretary of the Treasury, 
he served as Secretary of Labor and 
Director of the Office of Management and 
the Budget. Later, he served as Secretary 
of State. He is now at the Hoover Institute 
at Stanford University in California. 

 
The memento gift that THA sent to Secretary 

Shultz on his 99th birthday last year --            
a framed montage of photos showing him 
signing the 1973 Charter that created THA. 

 The smaller photo shows the presentation 
of THA’s gift at his birthday luncheon.   

A duplicate of THA’s gift is on display in a 
showcase in the lobby of the Freedman's 

Bank Building, formerly the Treasury Annex 
Building.  

  THA President’s Message 
Happy Holidays from the THA Board of 
Directors! 

It has been a challenging year, to say the 
least.  However, your THA has done its 
best to adapt and move forward to fulfil its 
missions of celebrating the Treasury 
Building and the history of the Department. 

Thanks to Board Member Andrew Young, 
the THA has moved into the virtual 
meeting world.  Via Webex, we are holding 
Board meetings and running the THA 
Lecture Series.  We have had four virtual 
lectures, attracting hundreds of registrants.  
And, average attendance per lecture has 
rivaled that of lectures in the Cash Room. 

Board Member Louis Margaglione led the 
effort to create a webcast in association 
with the Social Register.  With the help of 
the Kaiman Bros. media company, which 
produced the trailer for the THA film on the 
Treasury Building, we presented a virtual 
tour of the Treasury Building.  The “tour” 
was conducted by Louis, me, and THA 
Chairman Tom O’Malley.  The webcast 
attracted hundreds of viewers from around 
the country.  A link to the program has 
been sent to THA members separately. 

The THA Board continues to seek ways to 
exploit its online presence.  We are 
reviewing a refurbishment of the website 
(www.treasuryhistoricalassn.org) and we 
are exploring ways to move further into 
social media.  The THA Board would 
welcome the help of any members in 
moving forward with these initiatives. 

Thank you, as always, for your member-
ship and your service to the Treasury. 

We welcome members’ comments and 
interest.  Feel free to contact me 
(nollhc@msn.com) or any Board member 
if you have any input on THA matters.   

Sincerely, 

Frank Noll, President 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THA Board Report 
Officers and Directors for 2021 

Officers 

Chairman of the Board: Thomas O’Malley 
President: Franklin Noll 
1st Vice President:  Deval Mehta 
2nd Vice President: Cora Beebe Fosdick 
Treasurer:  David Monroe 
Secretary:  Lori Santamorena 

Other THA Directors on the Board 

Joan Arnold 
Gerald Auten 
Michael Caires 
Barbara Clay 
Carter Evans 
Abby Gilbert 
Gary Grippo 
Louis Margaglione  
Jeffrey Wishneski  
Roy Wyscarver 
Andrew Young 

THA Membership 
The current membership is 312 and has 
been stable around this number. 

Early renewal notices for 2021 have been 
sent to all current members, with a 
reminder notice to be sent in late January. 
We hope you will renew at your earliest 
convenience, which will help THA prepare 
its 2021 operational budget early in the 
new year. 

  From the Editor 
Special thanks to Shennette Garrett-Scott 
and Steve Hooper for articles based on 
their THA lectures. Thanks also to Janet 
Auten for editing help.  

Articles or suggestions for articles and 
photos for future issues are always 
welcome. Examples include anniversaries 
of Treasury offices, historical Treasury 
events, stories about life at Treasury in 
past years, and members’ collections of 
Treasury memorabilia. Please send us 
your suggestions for future articles and 
topics of interest. 
Jerry Auten, editor 


